About us

ETL Electronics ltd
The Leaders in the Industry
By purchasing Astus products, you will be doing business with the largest and most established company of
fleet management solutions in Quebec.
After more than 17 years on the market, we are among
the oldest companies in the world to offer fleet management solutions. Our customer-base of several thousand companies is spread over three continents.
We have built our reputation through our robust and innovative products. Many of our clients have unfortunately had a bad experience with competing products, and they were able to find with us a product
that meets their expectations.

An Established Business in Quebec, Canada
We offer our employees a stimulating environment and get back a full commitment and dedication. Our
turnover rate is near zero and our relationships with long-standing customers are ringing and reassuring
evidence of the quality of our management.
Growth and sustainability of ETL Electronics is mainly based on:
� Dynamic R&D department, always on the lookout for changes in the market
� Reliable and evolving solutions
� Development of powerful and comprehensive software
� Commitment to a high quality customer service
The manufacturing of electronic modules, housings, wires, as well as programming and quality control are
all made locally. The subcontractors that we work with must meet our quality and performance requirements.

Our Specialty: Fleet Management
Our engineers have many years of experience manufacturing, designing and inventing new ways to
simplify the fleet manager’s tasks.
The Astus management system consists of an electronic module transmitting its GPS position via modem,
along with a host of other data, including speed and distance. In addition to providing this information
in a completely automated fashion, the Astus GPS system is also highly durable, designed to withstand
extreme weather conditions.
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The Astus system is constantly evolving to meet the growing needs of customers. Keeping this in mind, we
have developed a variety of products for different uses: fleet management, asset tracking, employee
tracking, tracking on electronic tablets, etc. You will certainly find an Astus product that suits your needs!

A Diversified Portfolio
Satisfied Customers
Air France has chosen Astus after a selection process of 4 years, including 14 products from suppliers worldwide. Their fleet includes 2,000 vehicles and up to 50 users use the Astus system simultaneously.

RTP (public transit of Mexico City) chose Astus for the exceptional quality/price ratio. Astus enables them to
obtain the positions of their vehicles (1,500 bus) in real time (every 15 seconds) and locate them on a map
in areas specifically configured.

Communauto (a well-established Quebec car-sharing company) selected Astus after a brief experience with
a competing product. Of utmost importance to them were our integration with their reservation and billing
software, absolute accuracy on time and distance, and low battery consumption. Their fleet is of over 1,200
vehicles, and Astus also manages the 25,000 RFID keys of their members.

A Tracking System Adapted To Your Needs
Here is an overview of some of our main products:

Hardware
Astus Tag

Astus Garmin

Astus Metal

Software

Our core product, which transmits the vehicle’s position (as well
as speed, distance, etc.) very accurately. It provides information
on other vehicles components
(doors, hood, temperature, etc.).
Astus Tag is combined with a
Garmin navigation screen to
provide a fleet management system even more comprehensive,
and better task dispatching.
Monitoring system for goods/
equipment, which is mobile and
battery operated. It can be used
for vehicles, trailers or valuables,
among others.
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Astus MOBI

Astus PICO

Our main software, which tracks
vehicles, generates reports, and
other functions such as route
planning and maintenance management. It is available in a Windows version and on the web.
Perform your fleet management
from your smartphone through
our mobile application, with simplified features.

Our software developed for a
wide variety of smartphones
can track the movements in Astus software, and also features a
lone worker protection function.
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